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Abstract 

The aim of my research is to investigate what current frameworks exist for storytelling development 

for immersive forms (VR/360/VP). VR, or Virtual Reality (immersive forms of) storytelling requires a 

vast set of new learned technology skills, which presents challenges for the creative screenwriter. 

However, finding a place within the realm this digital disruption posits new opportunities for pushing 

boundaries of the narrative form. In a recent Digital Catapult Report (2019), it states the UK is 

poised to be a £160B industry in the immersive sector, with entertainment and training seeing the 

largest growth. However, with limited knowledge or available frameworks for training, how then are 

creators to meet the skills gaps/challenges needed to creatively sustain and develop economically 

viable projects that will meet both tech requirements and audience capacity? Additionally, gaps in the 

literature have revealed very little in the way of evidence or specific narrative frameworks for VR 

(also including other immersive forms such as XR, Virtual Production), which provide source 

material for the creative screenwriter to work within. Those sources which do exist, are neither 

tested nor scrutinised for their creative plausibility, economic viability, nor can they be considered 

dogmatic approaches for adoption into a commercialised form. Rather than reworking a traditional 

format of the modern screenplay, adoption of other formats, such as gaming, service blueprints, and 

user stories have been integrated into the current format, which I argue is not a suitable form.  

Storytelling in VR adds much more complexity and challenges to build an appropriate form that 

compliments the immersive technological requirements than the traditional screenplay form. And 

thus, Storyframing, a method of designing a digital service or product around distinct user behaviour, 

helping to ensure user adoption and repeat use are front of mind from the outset of a project – 

seems a more appropriate framework – albeit with considerations. My research and practice-led 

case study will demonstrate this Storyframing approaches and findings from a co-designed workshop 

with University of Greenwich film and TV students. 
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